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1. OBJECTIVE

The purpose of Contract DA-23-072-501-ORD-48 was to carry out

studies which would lead to an improved process for the manufacture of

triethyl ne lycoldinitrate (TEGLn). The studies were to include literature

survey, chemical kinetic considerations, process variables such as tempera-

ture, concentration of reactants and reaction times, recovery of spent acid

and process economic considerations. The process developed was to be

described in detail. General pilot plant equipment design and criteria for

material of construction were to be established. An attractive process should -

1. Give adequate separation of product and spent acid phases without

diluting the nitrator charge to the extent that recovery of spent acid is not

economically feasible.

Z. Yield a spent acid which is stable and recoverable.

3. Obtain a yield and purity of product at least comparable to the

present process, and acceptable under present requirements.

II. INTRODUCTION

TEGDN has come into prominence as a high energy plasticizer for

nitrocellulose and cellulose acetate in rocket solid propellant because of its

strong plasticizing property and relative impact insensitivity. In these two
r

respects it is significantly superior to nitroglycerine.

German propellant chemists such as Major General Uto Gallwitz were
m

the first to recognize the value of nitrated glycols in gun and rocket propellant.

and exploit this advantage in full scale production. In contrast to the catastrophiL

scarcity of nitroglycerine in Germany in World War I (due to a shortage of

glycerine obtained from fats or sugar), by World War II Germany had replaced
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nitroglycterine by di and triethyleneglycoldlnitrate in gun and rocket propellants.

The United States h.-s been slower to shift from nitroglycerine to nitrated

glycols as the plaiticizer in double base propellant compositions. Therefore.

relatively small arnout.i .%f purc. TEGDN have been manufactured in the United

States and practically no research Lr development has been reported in English

on optimizing either the batch or continuous process for preparation of TEGDN.

Picitinny Arsenal ,and the Navil Propellant Plant have manufactured TEGDN.



Xil. LITERATURE SURVEY

A literatturr survey was conducted using the following periodicals

and texts:

Chemical Abstracts

Journal of the Anerican Chemical Society

Journ~al of Physical Chemistry

Industrial and Engine~ering Chemistry

Memorial des poudres et ealtnetres (Paris)

Or,_aniqchc, Chemnie - Beilcqtein

Unit Processes in Organic Synthesis, Fifth
Edition - Groggins. Mc~iraw-Hill (1958)

The Theory of Rate Processes - Glasstone.
Laidler and Eyrin,- McGraw-i-ll (1941)

Texctbook of Ph 'sical Chemistry, Second Edition,
Glauatone - D. Van Nostrand (1946)

The Theory of Organic Chemistry, Branch and
Calvin - Prentice Hall (1941)

Systernatic Inorganic Chemistry of the Fifth and
Sixth Group Non-metallic Elements, Yost and
Russell - Prentice Hall (1946)

\41L-5iTD-?86 - Military Standprds of Propellants;
Sampling, Inspection and Testing - 28 June 1956

Properties of Explosives of Military Interest
Picatinny Arsenal Report 1740, Rev. 1, Tomlin son
and Sheffield
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The plhysal. chemical &Ad explosive properties of TEGDN 2eported

in the literature are listed below. (Lo~vr case letter subscripts rater to

the suirces listed in Appendix "A");

Strctre 0N0-CH2 CH2 -0- CHjZCJH--G-C-H2 CH--ONO2Structre: a.

Color and Form: light straw yellow to water wbite oil

MAolecular Weight: 240. 1772b

Density, gm/mi. 16*C. ". 3291

20'C.. 1. 33

22C.: 1.327 d.
25*C. :1.32

Melting F.jint: -190C. a

Boiling Point: Decomposes b.

Refractive Indx, n 7.7 1.4596
D C.

17.5
nD 1.4560 a.

n21.2
D 1. 454Z

Viscosity, 6.0'C. : 0. 25 7Poises C

Z12. 3*C. 0. 119 Poises C

54. 2C. : 0. 0415 Poises

Volatility. oG*C.. AV C n 2 1hr: 40 a

Impact Sensitivity. MKg %~t;

3. M. Apparatus: 100+ cr

P. A. Apparatus: 2 in.
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Friction Pendulum Test:

Steel Shoo: Un&Uected

Fibre Shoe Unaffected

£xplosiez& Temperature, 5 as¢code: gg3C.

Heat of Corrbustioa, caligm: 342.

Heat of Ztplouion, caj/gm: 357 a.

Gas Volurrm. ecl/fn: 51

Val ir Pressure, Z5*C.: 0.OC1 r.u Hg

Soluability in l-z0, gm/100 gin:
254C. 0. 55 0.66

60'C. 0.68a.

Solubility, other solvent# at 259C.;

Ethyl etber: Lfiaite

Ethyl alcohol: infinite

Acetote: ,fiit e

Methylene chloride! ilinitc

Hydroly±.., % aciO released:,.

Atoe. 10 iaOy& at 2?*CJ. 0.032%

After days at 60C, 0. Dg%

The decomposition tosmperature of TZODN has been measured by

Whtkers. at cao atmosphere and fotind to e ZZSIC. Steinboager and

Corder9. measured the surfAce temperature of combustion of TXIGDN at

800 psi and found it to be approximMicly 300"C.
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Prister hreports a quatitative method for the analysis of ether-soluble

constituents of propellaut. by infra-red spectroscopy. TEGDN was character-

iced by a peak, ut 8. 85 micron3 which is characteristic of the adsorptiot. of

the -C--O-C- ether bond.

Medard inveitigaLted "\e shock .ensitivity of liquid nitrate esters and

reported tht 'I LGI)N wau about 8.41* ati impact sensitive as nitroglycerine.

However, sensitivity to shock is depenident un conditions such as confinement.

The heat of reactioit rdf the nitration of triethylene glycol to yield TEGDN

has been calculated (Seu Appendix "1'") and found to he 11600 calories/gm-
b.

mole of TZGDN formed.

Triethylee glycul was first prepared in 1863 by Leurenco. who heated
J.

glycol with ethylene bromide to 115-10" in a sealed tube. Wurtz later that

year prepared TEG by the epoxy condensation of glycol and ethylene oxide at

100C. k., and subsequently studied the nitric acid oxidation of the "1k to its

corresponding dibasic carboxylic acid. The glycol was nitrated by the Germans
rn.

and Italians in World War I1 and used as a plasticizing component of double-base

rocket and gun propellants.

Tomlinson and Sheffield report the following method for the laboratorya.

preparation of TEGDN developed at Picatinny Arsenal.

TEG was purified by fractional distillation under vacuum at a pot tempera-

ture of 180"C. and a take-off temperature of 120oC. An eighteen inch Vigoraun

fractionating column was used with a five to one reflux ratio. The purified TEG

was nitrated at 0, G. ( or - 5oC. ) by addition of the glycol to Z. 5 paits of

65-35-5 HNO 3 -H 2 SO4 -H 2 0 nitrating mixed acid. TEG was added at the rate
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of 300 gm/40 mixutee after wich the thnmixture was held at temperattre for

another 30 rninutes. The nitratIA9 mixture was drowned in ice water and

the resulting two-phase system extracted three timer with eter. The

reulting extract wae water washed to a pH of 4. 8odium bicarbotate washes

followed by water w ahe, , exulted in a &early oeutral ethereal eatraet. The

ethereal solution was dried over calcium chloride and the ether removed by

babbling wilh drei air, The yield reported was 14% 4 thortetical with a

nitrometer- nitrogen analysie of from 11.60 to1.69% (caleulated 11. 7%j).

Aubertein dincuused optimum mixed acid compoeltlese, ratios, mad

reaction timed tor a aumber of nitrated glycols. . He found that the HZ1 0 4

lowered the selu4btlty of the nitrate in the atratea bath and thereby heseud

yelds. However, eullation, while slower thaa altrattis, was suUlclently

raptd so that yieldv went through a maximum witl time and then tell of due tO

sulfation losses, Aubertein also reported that an inurease oi HSO4  t1ct

increaeed th, s rpration tine, lowered the HNO3 €*&teat of the product &ad

decreased thi ,t.bility of the mixed acid. Salturic "ild attaced TVODJ( to

give unwitable sulfalte eaters.

He reported that iscreasiag the total mixed acid iacreased the degree of

nitratim aud oolubility loon with an optimum amount for maxitmum yield.

increased mixed 6a:id stability, promoted separation, sad increased the HNO)

contenL of the product.

Most of Aubertein's nitrations were run at ZOC. Fer the addition of 75

gramns of TEO to 185 grarns of mixed acid, a typical cycle required 6Z minutes
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for addition with two move minute. for asitation and reaction, He reparte

no advantaSe to drowning before separation. The product was foqwd to be

40% (sic) HN0 3 in the case ad TZGDN. This HM0 3 wet irt* the Vsrat wsh

water wkich was a 15-20% H2504 solution. AMbmrtteln found the spent acids

too unitvabt for storage aeu -ocommaded immedi&te and pzeferably costinuous

denitr.tion.

Aubertai's nied acid for TEGDN had the following compositions:

HNO 3 : 70%; NzsO4: Z+%; H ZO: less than 2%. His aitratimn ratios were

75 graims TYG to 185 grams mixed acid or one part glycol to 1, 47 parts auxed

acid. From thit. reaciou ho reported a yield of 1616.

11. is reported1 , that Picatiny Ari - l has investi gMad processes for the

manufacture of TEODN using a vAtric a cdisulfuric acid ratio of 75125 with a

nitric acid/TEG ratio of 211. Picatinny Arsenal foud that lncreasing the nitric

acid decreased the solubility of tho TEGDN L tAe nitrating bath and incre&sed

the spent acid stability. Tkey reported that dilUag the spent acid with an equal

volume of 95% sulfuric c id vesulted in markedly incrasaed stability of the

spent acid. Simtlry, dilution of the spent ctid with nitroglycerine spaw acid

{which is higler in sulfurric acid) resulted in a more stable spent acid. Drowning

of the above nitration bath 8=4 neutralization before separat"o. resulted i a

reported 95% yield.

It has been reported , that some BrLtioh wovkers have found a 701/30 nitric

acidisulfuric acid ratio witk me part TE% to -. S p rts of acid as the reaction

ratio given good separation and a spent &cid vkicv is stable for 1.7S h ours at
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These lurkm, x i fo d that the stobility of diethylene glycol dinitrate spent.

.Acids dicrcastd with the use of itnpirr I)EG. Where the water content of

th.- spetit acid was 2b. 5u, thc hi, hest usual value, thi! stability at 20 *C. was

for froim j to I hotur i. AdOing nitric or SLIIfuric acid to the spent acid to

reduce the Yatetvr contenit to 20,16 ii( reast.r1 the stability to 24 hours at 20C.

.9-
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

A. Appaatus Desir

A versatile nitration apparatus for te st" d C a TEODN reaction

was designed and built with due nsiderati on of the explosive basard. A

schematic diagram Of this apparatus is shown S. Fig4ure 1.

The reactor consists of an interchangeable stainless steel beaker wit

a quarter inch pipe welded to the bottom. Reactors of the following tapnt-

ties were - ied: 500 ml, 1000 =l, 1500 ml. The reactor sets in a larger

brine jacket which cools the reaction. This Jacket conanets with a larger

(approximately Z5 galloa) brine reservoir which is ce d by a ne-trd H.P.

compressor to -20*C. A secondary hot water col L the brie. tank is fWd by

a let water reservoir held at 17V6F. and this system is used to modify the

temperature of the brine system to insure closer temperature control. Tsra-

couples indicate the temperatures oi the reactIa mixtare. the brins tar the

hot water reservoir aLs the brine reservoir.

Triethylene glycol is metered into the reactor thzeSh A tube by gravity

Clew. The reservoir for the glycol is a burette an tO operator's side of a

pot-ctive wall. Tb- flow rate of glycol can be closely co trolled by aM

operator peering through an explosion-proof port. The reactor may be Seeded

in an emergjeacy.

Az the coacltusion od a r &action, the reaction mixture is transferrad by

gravity flow to a. ruirigerated separator- funel equipped with a solenomd stin-

t0Ab Wteel vAlvt !i that separation of the product layer may be accolished

remotely.
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F-or the iknetic study sampling of the reacting system at various

tunes was necessary. this was accomplished remotely by the use of an

autornatic chromatograph-c table '&hich has been modified for this work.

I igur. Z is a photograph of the nitration apparatus. The circular table

in the center oi the photo is an autono.-at-c chromatograph column sampler

which has been rnodiied to allow autornatic sampling of the reaction mixture

A.t short intervals.

f'igur. 3 is a close-up of the reactor proper, showing how the stainless

steel reaction pot may be removed from the brine ta-nk and another reactor

substituted. he rrfrigerated separation funnel with its solenoid-actuated

valve is seen on the left of the photo.

When a sample is taken, vacuum is applied to a separatory funnel, pulliug

a sample from the reactor. When the vacuum is broken, the sample column

is returned to the reactor. The separatory funnel holding the samriple is equipped

with a solenoid stainless steel valve which activates to release the sample into

a tared container of quench water. This halts the reactioni while giving an

accurate weight of the sample taken. A mew tared container of quench water

is then autunkatically rotated into place for the next sample. By this method

sarples nay be easily taken at one minute intervals.
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F~IGURE 3. View of replaceable

stainless steel reaction pot at right

a-ad refrigerated separation funnel
with yp-,enold operated valve for

remote control on left-

. .

-
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B. 'hemical Kinetics Stld

The work on this phase began with an exploration of systems with

reactant ccacentrations close to those described by Aubertein d as optimU

for the production of TEGDN. No attempt was made during these early

familiarization runs to col't time samples to study the kinetics of the

reaction. IThe reagent grade acids used were assayed against standard

sodium hydroxide which had previously been standardized using phenolphthalcin

against potassium acid phthalate primary standard.

Initially, the 93. 4% nitric acid and 94.5% sulfuric acid were used to

prepare 175 grams of a mixed acid containing 70% HNO 3 and 30% H 2 SO 4 . No

attempt was made initially to adjust for water in the acid to assure the maxi-

mum of 2% H P3 specified by Aubersein. As a result, the actual mixed acid

composition %as:

HNO 3  65. 38%

H 2 0 4  : 28.35%

HZO : 6. Z%

This reaction was run at -5*C. with good control. Seventy-five (75)

grams of TEG was added to the reactor over 2 minutes and agitation con-

tinued for lifteen minutes after addition of final TEG. The reaction. however,

had to be drowned during separation because of a fume-off.

The reaction was run again under the saeme conditions. The separated

TEGDN layer was washed four times with 10% sodium bicarbonate, water

washed twice and dried under vacuum at 60*C. The crude yield was 36. Z%.

A similar reaction was run at U*C. and the separated layer treated

identically, this time the yield increased to 48. S%.
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In four aitrattioas. #1, 2, 3 and 4. the reaction was sampled period-

ically during the hold period (i. e. after the addition o4 al the triethylee

glycol), in an attempt to collect kinetic data for rate determinatloms. Of

this group the firt anitratiou run was lost bec.kuse of fume-oft. Yield data

as a function of time was collected on all of the other runs.

Nitrations #Z, #3 and #4 were sampled for kinetic data. Nitration #2

was conducted at a temiperaturer level of aJ C. , nitration #I at -lS*C. * and

nitration 4 at +10 C. The reactor was chargen with rixed acid and the

triethylene glycol was metered into the reactor with agitation. Since Auberteia1

had noted a decrease in yield with increased reaction and hold time because of

the decomposition of the nitrate and the formation of the sulfated glycol, it was

decided to Lold the addition Yeriod to as low as practicable with existing refrig-

eration equipment. Previous c-perience indicated that most additions could be

completed by the end of fifteen minutes. It subsequently developed that this

was a reasonable period of addition for all except the very low temperatures.

The addition of the glycol was completed in fourteen minutes in nitrations

I, and #4 but nitration *3, because of the very low reaction temperatuare of

-15 C.. required 70 minutes for addition. Nitration 44 was sampted every five

ruaLntes after the addition of the glycol; nitrations #3 and #4 were sampled

every three minutes.

A seriea of tared beakers, filled with quench w~aer, were placed in the

circular rack ol the automatic sampler. At the proper moment a sample was

drawn from the reactor by opening a remote vacuum line. This ca twed an



estimated filteen grams of the reaction mixtui e (which was highly emulsified

through agitatioui) to be drawn into a separatory funnel, equipped with a sole-

noid valve. Aks soon as the siphon column was broken and the residue discharged

into the reactor, the solenoid valve dropped the sample into a tared beaker of

quench water and the sample table rotated another beaker into place under the

separatory funnel. Subsequentl,, these beakers were weighed to determine the

exact weight of the sample drawn and their contents were titrated with standard-

ized NaOH to determine the free acid per gram of sample and, by difference,

the amount .)f TEGDN formed. The method of calculation is shown at the bottom

of Table I.

The kinetic data on nitrations #Z, #3 and #4 are given in Table I and

Figure 4. Because of the low temperature of -15"C. at which nitration #3 was

conducted, a temperature which was at the lower limit of the brine system of

the experimental reactor, seventy minutes were required for the addition of all

of the glycol. Even at this low temperature, however, the reaction appeared

to be complete at nine minutes after the addition of the last of the glycol. (In

all of these reactions, no attempt was made to determine degree of sulf'ation

by any quantitative technique).

The kinetic data for nitrations #Z, #3 and #4 have been reduced and

plotted in Figure 4, assuming that all acid loss is due to the formation of TEGDN

and that no acid is ,out to sulfated triethyleneglycol.

It should be noted in Table I and Figure 4 that the reaction proceeds at

such a rate that essential equilibrium is reached in within six to eleven minutes

after final addition, at temperatures of from -15"C. to +10C.
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The concentration3 of TEGDN calcuLated by this (kinetic study) mothod

are eoinewhat higher than the actual yields, so it in apparent that sona side

reaction such as sulfation was taking place. thus it is reasonable to assime

that the nitration reaction w;s compiete in less time than shown in these data.

A ne" and aifferent technique would be required to determine theas

reactiun rates with greater zccuracy.
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TABLE I

CHEMICAL KINETIC DATA, NITRATION RUNS #2, #3 & #4

NITRATION #2 NITRATION #3 NITTW #
0'C. -150C. +108C.

1_.: W 4 A
Time Acid Drop TIG Tim Ad Drop TE-Oj Drop TDN
Min. coe in cone Mi. coe in cone Hn. ce i coc

Acid gas/gam Acid SIns/g Acid go/gsm
con _ cone _coli c

. _ - 12.10 . * 12.50 - .
0 - .431 .379 1 8.92 3.58 43

5 8.3b i 3.62 .43.4 3 8.56 3.54 .425 -4 8.38 4.12 &4%-
10 8.32_.66 .439 6 8.58 3.52 .423 7 . 4 o -  .48515 8.301 3.68 .442 -9 18.48 3.62 .. ±.2 10 8.32 4 18 JQ
20 8.1313.85 .462 1- 8.53 3.5 .a 1 8-..~ 46 4.04 8

3%0 9 .05 j3.93 .472 18 8.48 -3.62 .43 19_ 8.43 4.07 .4883: . . 8 .466 2) 8.50 3.60 .452 s, 4.10 .49,
40 8.09 3.89 .467 ~24 8.45 3.653 3 25 8.30 4.20 .50
45 _ 7.96 4.02 .42 27 - 3.60 432 8 8,4 4.16 ,500
50 7.88 4.10 2  30 8 41 3.69 .443 1 .. . 4.01 .Ms---
55 01 7.471 .013 8% .V-, .435 34- S.40 4.10 .492

NIOTES

1. Column 1. Elapsed time t minutes from addition of lair of TEG to taking of kinetic
sample. * incicates start of reaction.

2. Column 2. Acid concentration in mille-equivaleant (w..) par $ram of reation ese,
Top figure is concentratiou before reaction starts based on 4ll acid and
TEG being in reactor at start. Acidity at start of reaction determined
by N&OH titer of sample of mixLd acid and calculation to concentration
in m.*./gm of expected total reaction mass. Thus, ml V of ,NfH x
Ka M.A. !g reactor Sao M.A, sample
gas M.A. + TZG in reactor - m.o./Sm in reactor,
at start of reaction. Acidity, in reactor, at any rims determined by
titer of semple: ml X N/gm reactor sample a acid cone. in m.e.lgo io
reactor.

3. Column 3. Drop in &-id from starting concentration to that existing at tim of
kinetic sample, unite are m.e./Sm of reaction mess.

4. Column 4. TZGM concentratios, in gram. per gram reaction mass, due to conversion
of 1N03 :o TtGDN.

Calculation: Miol wt TIGN - 240.17; equivalent wt w 120.08 ims
Mills equivalent Vt - .12008 go
Acid concentration drop due to reaction, forming
TZGDX to m.s. (Col. 3) x e.a. wt. TKGDW a gas TEGDN/g
in reactor. Therefore. drop in a.e. acid/gm x .120 a TZGDN
l/gm in reactor,
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No kreat difficulty was noted in a solventlers nitration.

Sa.npleb of the reaction mixture taken for analysis and observation were

often fo)und to be deep grten i n color but on standing reverted to a struew color.

LUitte diffil;ulty hac been experienced in veparating product and acid

layers ithout quenching cecpt in the case of nitration #8. This seems to stem

in large part fro-n the teriperature control 'f the separatory funnel used. This

funnel is refrigerated by xi coil "ininersed directly in the reaction mAixtUre,

Generally, ,.C. ia chosen ac a targ(t temperature for separation, although

hlgher temperatures have been used successfully.

The method used for asmay is a modification of Methods Z08. 1. Z, the

method for atroglycerine, in MIL-STD-286 "Military Standard - Propellazits:

Sampling, Inspecting and Testing" dated 28 June 1956. We use a factor of

4. 0003 for r1ELGDN, instead of 1. 5Z3 as used for NG.

Some anomalous yield results were obtained although not recorded in

Table IV, attempts to duplicate run 11 resulted in yields ranging from 48% to

80%, It was noted that the relative humidity during this period was greater than

95%. An experimental determnination of the weight increase of a sample of

sulturic acid agitciea in the nitratr.r for one hour was made and the sulfuric

acid wau found to have absorbed over eight per cent of Its own weight in atmos-

pheric moisture. As a result of this experiment, the nitrator was modified so

that nitrations could be carried out in an atmosphere of dry carbon-dioxide or

nitrogen. No further inconsistencies were found after this modification in run

14.



During several nitrations. separailon was made more difficult by the

presence of sone white flocculent material which was observed in mnost

tnstances to dissolve later in the icid phase. This material could not be con-

%eniently handled and ao analyais was mnadu Separations of the acid and

product layer were ge,,erally Q--ite clean without quenching. At temperatures

-A W:_ and belom, separa ton often took an hour, but separations at 10* and

20* took place rapidly, !, t$2ally vithin Z0 minutes.

C. Spent A.tA: Staillzation And Recovery

lhe spent acid from all the TEGDN reactions, as has been mentioned

above, is relatively unstable, i. e. it begins to evolve heat and fume off at from

a few minutes after nitration to a few hours, depending on the storage tempera-

ture nd other conditions- it was found that on extraction with methylene

chloride for recovery of any dissolved PEGDN the acid became somewhat more

stable than an acid without extraction, but even an impractically large amount

of solvent for extraction did not produce stabilization satisfactory for storage.

Spent acid to which an equal weight of 95% sulfuric acid was added became

stable, a: least. for several days, at room temperature. The separated spert

acid _hen placed in storage in an ice refrigerator at near O'C. is stable to the

extent that no visible decompositicn takes place for up to 24 to Z6 hours; however,

w.- utind that the nitrtc acid content falls off, showing a slow non-violent decomn-

pos:tion, which probably would eventually become stable.

To secure the ,maxinut information with a minimum of time and expense,

the study ol spent acids was limited to the acids from the reaction of optimum

Ytwld, so nitrauon h-Z was selected as typical for spent acid work for the
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rcnisainocr ci thi prugram, It was also realized that an equipment set-up

for actual recovery and separation of the acids would not be possible, so it

was decided to work out a method o converting the acids to a stable condition

so that unbting indastriil acid plant practice could be used for final separation

and concentration uf nitric -...d sulfuric acids.

A stabilization process was developed which resulted in a product which

can be stored indefinitely at L U* to SO°.F. ur heated for removal of the rlitc

acid fraction in a recovery oizt. Samples taken throughout the process were

analyzed for nitric ac-d content so that a final accounting could he made for all

the nitric acid. in order to approximate the arnount available for recovery.

The final stabilization process was evolved from various experiments and

observations as follows.

i. Untreated separated spent acid exposed to atmosphere in mild weather

evolved heLt and began to decompose in 1 ro.n 8 to 60 minutes.

Z. Spent acid to which an equal weight of 9576 sulfuric acid was added became

stable to the extent that it could be heated to 90*C., without evidence of rapid

decorposition. and wol d stand unchanged for at least several days.

7. Untreated spent a'.id stored at O'G. -was arable for Z4-Z6 hours, possibly

longer, although there was a slow nun-violent decomposition with lous of nitric

at iZ3.

4. Spent acid with solven extraction Cup to 100% rnethylene chloride washed

four times) was serni-stable for Z4 hours; if the acid was agitated, it would

begin to fume, then settle down when agitation ceased.



It ati thi, seen that th, acids remaining in the vessels which had

been allowed to stand untreated (or unstabilized) after going through.a upon-

tanloLlus decormpositionn were now relatively stable, although the atmosphere

in th%. area had been contaminated with acid and nitrogen oxide fumes, and

connside rable quantities of the a cid were lost. For this reason and because the

time and rate of dc.composilion should not be left to chance, a method was

sought for controlling the time of starting of the decomposition and the rate or

degree of violence, and to confine the gaseous products for recovery of acid

and/or atmoipheric pollution control.

5. A process similar to that being tried for Petrin spent acid was suggested

by Mr. Maurice Baer of Picatinny Arsenal which, with modification and addi-

tions, became the final process.

Spent acid from refrigerated storage was placed in a reservoir and

allowed to drip slowly into concentrated sulfuric acid at +150*C. in a vessel

on a hot plate. Vapors were to be forced out through a condenser to liquify any

nitric acid which may be distilled from the hot acid mixture. The choice of

acid temperature and rate of feed was not advantageous as vapors were evolved

rather rapidly and a charrcd mass was formed in the acid vessel.

6. The sanie type of experiment was repeated with the sulfuric acid in a

water bath equipped with an agitator and holding the acid at 65'C. The spent

acid was fed in at a slower rate. There were no visible effects, no liquid acid

was recovered in the condenser. The mixture of spent acid and eulfuric acid

in the decomnposition vessel was found to be approximately the same stability

as was d,?scribed in Item Z, above.
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7. A tiimilar experiment was repeated at an acid temperature of 90*C.

with the same results as in Item o, above.

8. Separated spent acid, removed from refrigerated storage, was placed

in a flask fitted with a condenser az~d a receiver. This was allowed to warm

up with no heat addition (c-'-vr than from atmospheric temperature, 70*F.

pickup). The acid tenipera ure rove to 5I0C. in about 30 minutes and then at

50'C. rose rapidly (t. e. in 4 to 5 seconds) to 75*C. Dark red fumes were

evolved, no liquid was condensed, gas was not collected nor neascred. There

was a small (not neasured) amount Lf acid dissolved in 50 ml of water which

had been placed in the receiver. There wa, a measured overall weight lose of

107o of the charge. A nitrometer analysis showed a drop in the nitric acid con-

centration fron 6. 9% at start to 5. Z% on residual. The acid remaining in the

flask was found io be stable, i. e. -everal days observation indicated no further

decomposition.

9. Another stabilization experiment was performed in the set-up shown in

Figure 5. The cool (+5 - ,lOC. ) spent acid was allowed to drop at a controlled

slow rate into the stabilizing flask which was held at a temperature of 75"C.

The flask contained no I{ 2S0 4 . No increase in temperature was observed but

dark red fumes were formed with each addition of spent acid. All gas evolved

was conducted through a chilled condenser, a liquid trap and on into a gas

collector by water displacement. After 30 minutes the red fumes disappeared

from the gas and a transparent gas remained. By nitrometer analysis the spent

acid was 6. 9% HNO 3 before treatment and 5.4%i HNC3 after stabilization.

-Z5-



No I,,uid wao tondensed into the ac..d trap. As expected, the residual

spent ac :d was itabLy on stora e at roou:n temperature.

10. Rin J9 above was repeated witi the decomoosition flask held at 90*C.

with essentially the same rcsults There was a difference in the nitric acid

content, however. in Run -) tbe .pent cid had been held in O'C. storage for

aoout six flours after nitration comptetion before the start of the stabilization

and had a nitric acid content of only 6.9%. For Run *10 the spent acid had

beon held in cold storage only about 2 hours before startiug stabilization, and

was found to havv a nitric acid content of 20-A before stabilization which dropped

to 5. 8s after btabilization. i'he final nitric acid concentrations being approxi-

-'natety the sa:ne ais for Run 09, this leads us to believe that there was a slow

decomposition during the cold storage period amounting to approximately 5,7 of

nitric acid content in 6 hours at a ter.,Jer.-t -re of 0' to 5*C.

No stabilized acid draw-off was provided in the systern used as quantities

were limited by the size of the reactor producing spent acid for this study. For

larger batches or a continuous process a draw-off connection would be required.

It would als5 be necessary to provide facilities to keep the spent acid chilled or

othe:wise stabilized before processing.

There was in stabiliaation Runs 03 and #1|0 an overall loss of 10%e in

,.,eight, freshly separated spent acid to stabilized spent acid, approximated

irom ,-easure .ents before and after stabilization and allovance for toss in

storage before stabilization.

F-inanctal nd time factors prevented a thorough study on quantities and

concentration of acids and gases in the spent acid. The following data should
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be consdered as reprcse. .tive only as they have not been cunfirmed by

duplication after the appatatus had finally been adjusted for good operation

and control. Other tempet-atures of decomposition and condensation should

be tried at various rates of feed, etc.

To present an uveral, understanding of the spent acid stabilization and

recovery, table II based on nitration Run #42 and stabilization Ran* #9 and

h10 was prepared. It was assumed that in these processes no sulfuric acid

was cOnsr- td.

The apparatus shown in Figure 5 provided some qualitative information

about the gas from the stabilization procedure. In operation, the gas collected

was red brown but on standing overnight became clear. Although some of the

gas dissolved in the water asscciated with the collector, 82 ml remained

undissolved from the stabilization of the 66. 6 gm charge. The water in the

collector showed a pH of 6,5 and practically no carbon dioxide in the gas phase

in the collector. We believe that the water insoluble gases from stabilization

might acceptably be released to the atmosphere from a reasonably tall stack.

If 101 gm TEGDN has associated with it 82 ml of gas, then a plant producing

10. 000 lbs. TEGDN oer day would release only about 13ZO cu. ft. of gas per day.

Since it was impossible (tine and funds) to do any additional work on

experimental acid iecovery, we can only theorize on the stabilization and

recOve17 of spent acid.

The 43.5% of nitric acid charge found associated with the product can

largely be recovered frorm the wash water and concentrated to 68% by ordinary

distillation. f it is desired to concentrate to greater extent, this can be done

-ZB-
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by existimg ;ethods no). in regular operation for maimufacture of comncntrated

autnrc aud. 'The cast of the water evaporation in this recovery must he

bala.nced aga-nst the cost of ncw acid and/or the availability of satisfactory

spent acid disposal methods. Most certain'v some of the nitric acid will eyen-

taily be neutralized by tl-- final soda wash of the nitrated product. Disposal

o this niLrate bait is not expected to cause any unsurmountable problem.

The 2. 7% of total nitric acid charge which is in the stabilized spent acid

can be recovered by convk-tioaal techniques.

The data of Table II on spent acid stability versus water countent is plotted

in Figure 6.

D. Yield Study

Using the procedure described earlier, fifty-threw (53) runs were made

under various conditions: (1) temperatures of -15", 0", 10" and 20*C. (Z) glycol

to mixed acid ratios of 0. 5 through 0. 33; (3) with ao solvent and with methylene

chloride as solvent. (4) with sulfuric acid as the hydrophilic agent and with

acetic anhydride as the hydrophihc agent; (5) glycol additian times from 6 to 70

minutes, Table IV summarizes the data collected on these runs,

Figuc 7 shows the compositions of the mixed acids on a triangular graph

for all runs made.

Table V shows the runs made at various temperatureu and ratios of mixed

ac:d to glyc ol.

Table VI provides a nomrparison of the yields obtained at three tempera-

ture; and a mixed acid ratio of 2. 5. It appears that IO"C. provides the highest

average yield.
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$PENT A.CID STABILITY VS WATER CONTENT

u .

100

1 0 20 so 40 so

H20 Content, ;

"TABLE M~. Spent Acid Stabil ity Veros Water Content

Satmple Acid Analysis mirlutaes to
Number T kGDN HN0 3  HZSO4  HaLO Fum*-o:E

11.0 68.5 Ze. z 2. 3 Stable to 4 days

2 1.0 os. 1 26.7 7.2 210 ri

3 10 61. 6 Z.5. 3 12, 2 00mi

4 10 5d. z Z3. 9 10.9 140 Ai

5 .0 51. 2 ?.1. 1 Z.6. 7 155 min

61.0 44.4 Ia. 1 36.5 145 rain

7 10 33. 9 13. 8 51, 3 105 min

-..-. .



Ta..ble VII presents the eff..t t of mixed acid to glycol ratio. on yield.v

at 10' C: and indicates that a ritit of 2. 5 at- 3.06 is superior to 2. 0.

t'able VIIl illustrates data~ on flt- yield as~ effecte~d by the nitric acid to

glycad mule ratio. It appear~i, with a few cxceptilrnn, that tile Itigh ratios of

nitric acid t, glycol1 ga v.: thte hii gitr yiel d.

Figures~ 8, 9 and 10 pre~sent Atdditional data in the form of yield isupleths.

Best Afdble copy
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1. Producti from all nitration runs have assay between 94% and
102% except rune marked ** as follows: Assay Nethod in accord
vith MIL-Atd-286 28 June 1956 Method 208.1.2 (T)

Run No. 5 - 97.5% Assay as TI03
7 - 96.5
8 - 97,0
14 - 96.5

22 - 96.2

2. (*) Acetic anhydride (C13C0) 2 0 sol. wt. 102.1, used is place of
H2904 for nitration runs 37, 38 and 39 although abov in thie
u!furic acid columns 4, 8 and 11.

3. (+) !ethylent chloride, 04.C.) used in reaction rims 46, 47. 48 by
addition to reactor prior to adding glycol.

4. (*) Yields showe are those obtained without extroeties of spent acid,
gain in yield due acid extraction shown each run wbere extraction
was made.

Colum IXlamation

1 Nitration run numbers

2 to 5 Inclusive are total wt. in grans of materials in reaton system
calculated to a 100% strength material , excludina any mothylane chloride

6 to 9 Inclusive all materials in reaction system calculated to mole % bosts of
M.A.

10 to 12 Inclusive acids ad water in reaction systm on a mole % basis

13 Ratio total mixed acid to glycol, weight bats

14 Ratio total HE03 to glycol on weight basis

15 Ratio total M303 to glycol on mole/mole basis

17 Reaction tim to add glycol

18 ffoldin[. tins for reaction with agitation. net inml. tim for
#operation of pmnscwt from acid

19 Yield in % based on mll

20. Mixture letter dosigu rtion

21. Nitration run numbers

V



TAuL IV. Cuoulative Niteation Eata

L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 12ua Gra in Reacttou ytau Yole % in Ilea tiou ystm N t %.' in Mixed Acid
N I , C MMN3 112804 H20 TG M W 82 04 Hi20 i W3 2504  Hi20

1 100.0 173.2 70.8 6.0 14.9 61.5 16.1 7.5 72.3 18.9 8.8
2 10 .0 173.2 70.8 6.0 14.9 61.5 16.1 7.5 72.3 18.9 8.8
3 100.0 173.2 70.8 6.0 14.9 61.5 16.1 7.5 72.3 18.9 8.4
4 100.0 173.2 70.8 6.0 14.9 61.5 16.1 7.5 72.3 18.9 8.8
5** 100,0 163.5 70.8 15.8 13.1' 53.4 14,8 18.1 61.9 17.1 21.0
3 100.0 140.4 94.4 15.2 14.5 46.3 20.9 18.3 55.8 23.6 20.6
7** '.00.0 187.0 47.2 15.8 13.4 59.4 9.6 17.6 6.6 11.1 20.3
8** 75.0 121.0 52.5 11.5 13.9 53.4 14.9 17.8 62.1 17.3 20.6
9 75.0 130.7 46.9 7.4 15.1 59.9 13.8 11.9 70.0 16.1 13.9

10 75.0 148.8 47.2 4.0 14.0 66.3 13.5 6.2 77.1 15.7 7.2
11 75.0 148.6 35.3 3.5 14.7 69.2 10.6 5.5 80.9 12.4 6.7
12 75.0 130.0 53.1 4.2 15.0 61.4 16.2 7.0 72.7 19.1 8.2
13 75.0 111.4 70.9 5.2 15.2 54.0 22.0 8.8 63.7 25.9 10.4
14** 75.0 148.6 35.3 3.5 14.7 69.2 13.5 5.5 80.9 12.4 6.7
15 75.0 148.6 35.3 3.5 14.7 69.2 13.5 5.5 W.9 12.4 6.7
16 75 ) 148.6 35.3 3.5 14.7 69.2 13.5 5.5 60.9 12.4 6.7
17 75.0 148.6 35.3 3.5 14.7 69.2 13.5 5.5 00.9 12.4 6.7
18 75.0 148.6 35.3 3.5 14.7 69.2 13.5 5.5 60.9 12.4 6.7
19 75.0 148.6 35.3 3.5 14.7 69.2 13.5 5.5 60.9 12.4 6.7
20 75.0 148.6 35.3 3.5 14.7 69.2 13.5 5.5 50.9 12.4 6.7
2i 75.0 148.6 35.3 3.5 14.7 69.2 13.5 5.5 60.9 12.4 6.7
22** 75.0 14826 35.3 3.5 14.7 69.2 13.5 5.5 80.9 12.4 6.7
23 100.0 178.0 72.5 5.9 14.1 62.3 16.1 7.2 72.7 18.8 8.4
14 100.0 173.4 70.8 5.8 14.9 61.6 16.1 7.2 72.4 19.1 8.4
25 100.0 173.4 70.8 5,8 14.9 61.6 16.1 7.2 72.4 19.1 8.4
26 100.0 148.6 94.5 6.9 15.2 53.9 22.1 8.8 63.6 26.0 10.4
27 100.0 198.2 47.2 4.6 14.6 67.2 10.6 5.6 81.0 12.4 6.6
20 75.0 148.6 47.2 4.2 14.0 66.0 13.5 6.5 76.7 15.7 7.6
29 75.0 130.0 53.1 4.2 15.0 61.8 16.2 7.0 72.7 19.1 8.2
30 75.0 111.4 70.8 5.1 15.2 53.9 22.2 8.6 63.8 26.0 10.2
31 83.4 173.4 70.8 5.7 12.8 63.3 16.6 7.3 71.4 19.1 8.4
32 83.4 148.6 94.5 6.9 13.0 55.4 22.6 9.0 63.7 26.0 10.3
33 83.4 198.2 47.2 4.6 12.5 70.8 10.9 5.8 81.0 12.4 6.6
34 66.8 148.6 47.2 4.2 12.7 67.0 13.7 6.6 76.7 15.7 7.6
35 62.5 130.0 53.1 4.2 12.8 63.4 16.7 7.2 72.7 19.1 8.2
36 62.5 111.4 708 5.1 13.0 55.5 22.6 8.9 63.8 26.0 10.2
37* - 62.5 111.5 75.0* 1.0 14.0 59.4 24.7* 1.8 69.2 28.7* 2.1
38* 62.' 130.0 56.2* 1.1 13.5 66.8 17.8* 2.0 77.1 20.6* 2.3
39 '66.8 99.1 130.0* 0.9 14.6 51.6 32.2* 1.6 60.5 37.6* 1.9
40 100.0 158.5 37.8 3.7 17.7 66.7 10.2 5.4 81.0 12.4 6.6
41 100.0 138.7 56.7 4.6 18.0 59.5 15.6 6.9 72.5 19.1 8.4
42 75.0 131.3 51.6 4.3 14.9 62.2 15.8 7.1 73.2 18.5 8.3
4", 75.0 131.3 51.6 4.3 14.9 62.2 15.8 7.1 73.2 18.5 8.3
4 75.0 131.3 51.6 4.3 14.9 62.2 15.8 7.1 73.2 18.5 8.3
45 75.0 131.3 51.6 4.3 14.9 62.2 15.8 7.1 73.2 18.5 8.3
46+ 75.0 131.3 51.6 4.3 14.9 62.2 15.8 7.1 73.2 18.5 8.3
47+ 75.0 131.3 51.6 4.3 14.9 62,2 15.8 7.1 73.2 18.5 lj,_
484 75.0 131.3 51.6 4.3 14.9 62.2 15.8 7.1 73.2 18,'
49 100.0 190.8 53.3 5.9 14.6 66.3 11.9 7.2 77.7 13
5C 100.0 175.6 67.5 6.6 14.8 61.9 15.3 8.1 72.6 17,
51 75.0 119.0 64.2 4.3 15.2 57.3 19.9 7.6 67.6 23.
52 82.6 147.7 42.2 9.5 14.6 60.5 11.4 13.9 70.3 13.
53 76.3 131.8 53.6 2.0 15.6 64.2 16.8 3.4 76.1 19.



13 14 15 16 17 18 19

Ac.1 Utio Atid zo G17i"0ol eacties Riaetion Time
1120 by ttrt Hols TOI .  M )innut Yield i

NIix. AG Id-qL Add. 89~14

8.8 2.5 1.73 4.1 0 22,5 1! 33.0
, 2.5 1.73 4.1 0 14.0 70 63.8

..! 2.3 1.73 4.2 -15 70.0 4') 51.7
8.8 2.5 1.73 4.1 10 13.5 40 54.2
21.0 2.5 1.63 3.9 0 39 30 55.8
20.6 2.5 1.40 3.3 u 21 45 58.4
20.3 2.5 1.9 4.5 0 16 49 30.2
20.6 2.5 1.6 3.8 10 9 40 55.9
13.9 2.65 1.7 4.0 10 8 2 56.0
7.2 2.5 2.0 4.9 0 15 45 77.6
6.7 2.5 2.0 4.8 0 15 45 83.C
8.2 2.5 1.7 4.0 0 15 45 82.0
10.4 2.5 1.5 3.6 0 15 45 68.7
6.7 2.5 2.0 4.8 *0 14 45 76.4

6,7 2.5 2.0 4.8 18 15 45 76.6
6.7 2.5 2.0 4.8 0 23 37 68.0

6.7 2.5 2.0 4.8 0 15 45 72.6

6.7 2.5 2.0 4.8 0 18 30 79.1
6.7 2.5 2.0 4.8 0 12.5 40 75.0
6.7 2.5 2.0 4.8 20 9.5 17 72.2

6.7 2.5 2.0 4.8 18 6 - -

6.7 2.5 2.0 4.8 18 6 3 70.5
8.4 2.5 1.8 4.3 10 14 4 81.8
8.4 2.5 1.7 4.0 10 13 3 79.7

3.4 2.5 1.7 4.0 10 13 3 -

10.4 2.5 1.5 3.6 10 15 3 71.7

6.6 2.5 2.0 4t.8 10 13 3 79.6

7.6 2.5 2.0 4.8 10 12 3 81.4
8.2 2.5 1.7 4.0 10 12 3 80.$

10.2 2.5 1.5 3.6 10 11 3 75.8

8.4 3.0 2.1 5.0 10 14 4 80.2

10.3 3,0 1.8 4.2 ' 10 13.5 3 73.7

6.6 3.0 2.4 5.7 10 12.0 5 78.1

7.6 3.0 2.2 5.2 10 11.0 5 79.2
8.2 3.0 2.1 5.0 10 10.5 3 78.6
10.2 3.0 1.8 4.3 10 10.0 3 71.1

2.1 3.0 1.8 4.3 10 9.0 3 32.5

2.3 3.0 2.1 5.0 10 9 4 4.0
1.9 3.0 1.5 3.6 10 10 5 48.9
6.6 2.0 1.6 3.8 10 10.5 2 47.7

8.4 2.0 1.4 3.3 10 12 3 59.1

8.3 2.5 1.A 4.3 10 10 3 80.2

8.3 2.5 1.8 4.3 10 11 3 78.0
8.3 2.5 1.8 4.3 10 10 3 80.0

8.3 2.5 1.8 4.3 10 11.5 5 81.0

8.3 2.5 1.8 4.3 10 7 4 76.3

8.3 2.5 1.8 4.3 10 9.5 5 79.2
8.3 2.5 1.8 4.3 10 7 3 80.0

8.4 2.5 1.9 4.5 10 13 4 7S.6

9,5 2.5 1.8 4.3 10 10.5 6 80.0
9.0 2.5 1.6 3.8 10 10 3 73.9

16.4 2.35 1.7 4.0 10 10 3 60.6

4.0 2.46 1.7 4.0 10 9 4 73.8



18 i'. 2 21_ _ _ _ _ _

L.ctg No, fmurka - Special .(.omenta:

15 33.0 A 1 6 4males @ 5 min for mpoed of reaction
70 6 3 .8 A 2 1 2 " 1 5 o 1 " " ,, ,
40 51.7 k 3 12 . .3 o f. (Acid silica gel)
40 54.2 A 4 12 " " 3 " " " " "
30 55.8 B 5 Low assay 97.5%
45 58.4 C 6
49 30.2 D 7 He nuencbed Due so separation at 60 m
40 55.9 1 8 Aubertein Method - 207 U204 for product recovery wash
2 56.0 F 9 Ditto - used 65. oleum to reduce B20

45 77.6 G 10 120 quench due plugged eparator drain
45 83.0 H 11
45 82.0 1 12
45 68.7 1 13
45 76.4 H 14 Lov assay 96.5%
45 76.6 H 15 Fuming during reaction - good separation
37 68.0 H 16
45 72.6 1 17
30 79.1 H 18
40 75.0 H 19
17 72.2 H 20

- H 21 10. Silica Gel in reactor - no separation - no yield data
3 70.5 H 22 lODrierite " " (96.2 assay)
4 81.8 A 23
3 79.7 I 24
3 - I 25 Yield data lost
3 71.7 J U
3 79.6 H 27
3 81.4 H 28
3 80.9 I 29
3 75,8 J 30
4 80.2 I 31
3 73.7 J 32
5 78.2 H 33 Fuming uring last half nitration
5 79.2 m 34
3 78.6 I 35
3 71.1 1 36

32.5 6 37 note 2* Fumed during first half reaction
4 4.0 0 38 note 2*
5 48.9 P 39 note 2* Fumed during first half reaction
2 47.7 H 40 No separation - qembed IN 320
3 59.1 1 41 twing during rcacti a nd Mparation - quenched
3 80.2 Q 42 N.C. ext. of spet acid Impgevs yield b7 1.8%0
3 78.0 Q 43 pt acid stabilised for 24 Us. by addi g 507 vt. r2504
3 80.0 Q 44 M.C. ext. 9.4. imrcves yield by 1.2% #
5 81.0 Q 45 " 1 " " " " 1.67 #
4 76.3 Q 46 I7H.C. added to reactor
!1 79.2 Q 307 N.C. " " " Yield gaim .7% Acid Ixt. #

3 80.0 Q 48 3b% )4.C. " 1 " .6% " I
4 79.6 R 49 N.C. ext. Spent acid improves yield by .41S
6 80.0 S 30 30 " " " " ""
3 73.9 T 51 o
3 60.6 U 52
4 73.8 V 53



TABLE V

Number of Runa Made Mt Various Temperatures and Ratios
o>f Mixed Acid to Glycul

0"0. 101C. Z0C.

T ,ati Run Ratio Run Ratio

A 1, 2 2.5 4. 23 2.5

B

S 6 .

D 7 2.5

E 8 2.5

9 2.6s

G l0 2.5

11 11, 16, 17, 18, 19 2.5 14. -7. 33*, 40** 2.5 15. 20, Z2. Z2 2.5

I 12 2.5 24, 29, 31* 35* 2.5
41**, 25

3 13 2.5 26, 30, 32*,.36* 2.5

M 28, 34* 2.5

Q 42, 43.44, 45, 46 2.5

R 49

S 50

T 51

U 52

v 53

* Ratio 3.0

** Ratio 2.0

- 35-



TAI LE VI

Elfect of Temperature On Yield At Mixtd Acid to Glycol

Temperature 'C- Run No. Yield

00C. H 11 8 .0

I,'1 cAB. 07 M.ax 83. O,
0"C. 1 17 72.01. Ave 75.4%

I18 -19 176 Mir 68700C. - 19 75.0%

1°. "I 14 7(..4% Max 79.6%
109C. H 27 79.6% Ave 76.0%

Min 76.4%

20 C-. H 15 76.6%
20 C. H 20 72.2% Max 76.6%
20"C. H 21 " Ave 73. 1%
20 C. H 22 70.5% Min 70.5%



V'ABLE VII

Mufftt oI Mixed .%cirl to Glycol Woilht Ratio on Yield

at 104C.

Ratio Mixed Average 
Run\cid t) C.v 1 - Yield Mix Number

L. 1 412.5 80.. 24 & 29
U 

31 & 35
• .U 4.'. A 402.5 78.0 H 14 & Z7

78. - 33
" ' ' 7 . " 22 6 -17

5. 0 72.7 J 32 36

2.5 81.4 M 283.0 79.2 M 34



TABLE VIII

Yield Da"- For Varloit. Nitric .cid to Glycol

Ntole Ratio
Nitric Acid Yield mix Run

(Ayc=ol

4.0 8z 1 12
4. 1.b A Z3
4.8 81.4 m z8
4. 80.9 1 29

5.0 80.2 1 31
4.i 80 .2 0 42

4.3 80.0 Q 44
•. 3 81.0 0 45

4.3 80.0 Q 48

4. 80.0 S 50

4.8 77.6 0 10
4.8 76.4 H 14
4.8 76.6 15
4.8 75.0 H 19
3. b 75.8 j 30
4. Z 73.7 J 32
4.3 76.3 Q 46
3.8 73.9 T 51
4.0 73.8 V 53

4.1 33 A 2
4, i 5z A 3
4.1 54 A 4
4.1 56 B 5
3.3 so C 6

4.5 30 D 7
3.8 56 3 5
4.0 56 3
4.8 68 H lb
3.8 48 H 40

3.3 59 1 41
4.3 61 U SZ
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V. PRODUCTION COST STUDY

)ue to thetw ii required by the earlier phases of this study, very little

time was available for a. production cast rtudy. Only a fe:w qualitative remarks

will be ,nade.

With re ipect tu analyt. *I a-d control standards for raw materials, the

spect1ic'atioii we ha. wnrked ouit for production appear satisfactory. We use

'rechni,.a.l Grikde TEG supplied by Jefferson Chemical Company. The nitric

acid used i- Technical Grade 98-99% and the sulfuric acid is Technical Grade

66"Be

In-process control is primarily manual control of rate of feed using

thermocouple indications. We quench the reaction mass thirty minutes or less

after last addition of TEG. We do not recover the acids but we do recover the

solvent. If ue recovered the acids, we would not quench.

Sttidy of the yield isopleth data presented indicates that the nitric acid

concentration can vary from 70 to 80 mole per cent and give yields of the

order of 80+%. in practice we are able to achieve 90+16o with quenching. Since

the cost of nitric acid is 1.5 times the cost of sulfuric acid, it is clear that

the mixed acid ~ith lower percentage of nitric acid would be the most econom-

ical. for operation. It appears that the total reaction time (reaction. + holding

time) can be markedly reduced in order to increase the through-put and thus

lower the total capital investment. Greater refrigeration capacity in our equip-

ment would have permitted us to establish this experimentally.

A very important consideratlon in production costs is recovery of spent

acids. It has been shown that the spent acids should be stabilized almost



itmneditelb jr kep, rufrigerrated. rhey dficoinposo wiathin an hour at norrmal

tom~rPer,Au... Our study sh owed thtt thae addition of sulfuric acid would

ettatloir. the spent acir biat more work should be done to prove this is the

rnout pr3cti.a prucess on 1-4rgc sealt. cpertiwi~3.



;VI. .'.:>:MAR Y

I Ihere tppears to be very little substantial literature on the nitration

of triethyleneglycol. That of Aubertein appears most pertinent but a few

other references were noted.

Z. The chemical kinetics of the nitration oi TEG is far from established.

The iexperintental work done indicates tha -with some refinement of technique

the rate of the reaction could be measured.

3. Yield data can best be presented by ineans ol isopleths on a triangular

dia;.-raia w h nitric and tsuli-ric acid and water as the variables. The data

obtained indicates nd narrows the region of greatest promise but additional

similar type data would permit mizore precise selection of the optimum condi-

ti-ns. All information and experience considered good operating procedure

for preparing TEGDN would involve the following conditions:

I) Temperature of nitration 101C.

21 Composition mixed acid 73 1ol . HNO 3 , 19 msl % H 2 50 4

8 nol 41 HZO

3) TEGimixed acid I 12.5 by weight

4) Bate of addition of TEG with Rapidly as heat exchange permits
agitation

and should provide a yield of 601/a or better without quenching. Our production

exper:ence has shown that with quenching and use of methylene chloride as a

solvent, yields up to 95%16 may be obtained,

4 Spent acid from nitratiorns presents several significant problems:

2) disposal without pollution of atmosphere or strears

iI poseible urmc-off or detonation during storage

;I ecOnonic recor'ery of component acids.

.44-



The work done indiates that safe attabilaation of the spent acid can

be achieved by the .ddition of sulturic acid. Nitric acid can then be separated

from the ,tabilized rpent acid by cinventional methods but the low coicen-

trtion of nitric a-id we Lund iA tLe tabilized spent acid complicates the

problem.

Stabilization Of spent acid without thE addition of sulfuric acid may be

accarnplishud if it can .e pioceaved irrmnediately by the controlled decomposi-

tion as deacribcd in Section V c of the report.

Sinct about 43% of the HNOa used is found In the product layer, an

efficient water extraction procedure in indicated to economically recover

nitric acid.

VII RECOMMLNDATIONS

Due to the fact that large quantities of TEGDN may be used in the

nation's solid propellant program in the future and that the subject contract

was not significant enough in funds to be as compreienuive as desirable, it

is recommended that the study of TEG nitration be extended to carry out a

more comprehenaive study of the factors investigated in this report Ad to

iacrease the scide of investigation to say ten pouad quantities for a better

engineering evaiuAtioln.
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a. propertices aj Explosives of Military Interest" by
W. R. Tomlinaon. Jr., revtsr-d by 0. E. Sheffid - Picatiany
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1958.
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.. T AMrON PFi NIT RATION 0OF TZG

1.. Uat of Pormtion. Trierhylene Glvcol,

b. Cobustion ' f TZG:

C'6~ 11 14 0,11 6CO.) 4 
7 HO

c. ets erf FrflAticoyP

%'I) ~,CU, (g- -94.40 kS.C&I/ga-mole (Physical Cheuistry-

jZ) 14, .0(I- -68.36 kjt-cal/gm-wole( ")

(3) 0 ~ (1 6(-114.4)' 7(-6'j.36) -(812

2. Hijut t;-' FrrntonsIathy',1 (lyco Dinitrat

iee' ,)f ne ust1.'t, TKG0t. (Firatirady Arsetai Tch.. Rept. 1740)

-3. 4214 kpt-eI/prsm

b. Comubstion of TEGDN:

6 S -"42 2

.t:CN (1) 6(-94.'+0) + 6 (-68. 36) -(-823.3)



3. ac-ac of Reaaion:

lb. Heat* of ?ormatxtun:

(U H.. W1103 xO -'23 gclg-ca(Mac~ugali)

(2) 8. Xt I) * 68. 36 ki-ca/rnl. Mcsuak

b. RiactLtan:

+V _ u Trm + 2 jQ,

- k- 9 3 .i) -?(-Z.3) (-53.) -2(-68.36)

i' -1-t.6 t~g-cailg.-uola of flOGS foruad
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DWITISS OF? MIXED ACIDS AT W8C.
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VAPOR-LIQUID ZQUjLU3KtD FOR AMMOS NITRC ACID
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DMz=flOt OF SnhUL

A Socoed order rsac~ion% constant
TWhen reactants .txt present in equtuclar asountts, tha e

:oncsntration of either ini 4 second order reactiou
Aelac concentration of aitbei: p oduct cf a second ord6;

TTaupourature, absoluta
V£a quiiibriir conantaA of TZC-flQQCM reaction Is aetivit-

a, Activity (effoctiver concentration) of a, substance inz

a Equilibriun conStAnt of fl2~-t~Jreaction in aCtivi .C9
* Equilibrium conat-~t of 7KC-flGO9N reaction expressekd 1-

K; quillbriws c'.nstant fl.&.flCWR reaction in tens of a -

Total nuaber of ablo:s & all substances int the aquilil thi'v
biole frectrioc of a nubstance in the equlibrium

I* Equilibrium coenitiwt of the UIC-flCUP; reaction expleasad :s, sole
rrsctions vittb rha activity of the ', seudo nitric ecUL sar,'ca
(or ID.

A Th.. rffectlva2 activity of the nltric acid species pratart in the
squilibrium at u particular mixeri acid composition

P.olIe.i o f Nitric Acid present at the beginning of the ;ati
holat of Sulfuric Ar-id at thse haginninj of the reactivnn

* Mt..of MU present at the besinning o f the ractic.
x 14tte., oF %ater praeet at the- beginning of the reacti.ni

Mt Hol per cent of a reactant at tha beginning of the reacticin
% ote per cant of a reactant or product

3Uutz~r of males of all eubstancee present at beginning of recedes
%I :zuwr of moles of T5GN formad at any point in the gaC l
ke Constant of equilibrium for the U9G-TZGDU reaction wrte A-L. oltt

activity of TECODt is incorporated into 4e.
9-nzilibritm constant of the sulfation reaction Irk reimn c' thea

activities of both reacta and both products
Equilibrium constant of the sulfation reaction with at consati

activity o the sulit incorporaeu Into 4
-4(tI 'rPtazt, Lor tw- sindtanu-ous equilibris-

ub~tances in rise sulfarion reactiona and in the C1!CefO" rascctot.
z4wt Leal'.yY.:y, tim

C' tqullibriws constant for the sinaltuneous equilibriuA 5i sC-1-atia
;fl. nitratic= raaction- wbarv C* is Ke divided by0

-: r :,f~v d~jtdl .fc. t,) thu LrounJ! state

-54-
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